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What's love got to do with life at Colby? See page 4*
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CVC promotes active Waterville woman challenges
r
esidency
of
C
olby
vo
t
ers
student involvemen t
BY DAVID MACLEAY

BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Asst. News Editor

•and organizations also often
<:ontact the CVC to request student volunteers, according to
More than 200 Colby stu- 1Winchester.
dents devote time each week to
The CVC coordinates annual
volunteering for various local ]programs, including food and
service organizations. The ma- <dothing drives, and a spring taljority work through the Colby <snt show. The show, organized
Volunteer Center (CVO. which iin coniunction with Waterville
oversees
16
HealthReach ,
will be held in
weekly programs, each led "Students can choose p lace of last
's Charity
by a student cowhat they want to do year
Ball and will be
ordinator. The
according their
open to the
center works
Waterville and
with the greater
interests. "
Colby commuWaterville area
Winchester
'97
-Kelly
nities.
to organize and
CVC Director
create volunOf the 16
weekly proteer opportunigrams,
the
ties.
GVC Director Kelley Win- most popular include : Colby
chester '97 said that most stu- Companions — a mentoring
dents get involved with the CVC program between Winslow elbecause its volunteer programs ementary and Colby students—
are "fun and accessible. Students and Adults Reading to Children
can choose what they want to (ARC) in which Colby students
do according to their interests." spend a j half-hour every week
The CVC has carpools as well reading to children at a
as a taxi voucher system, giv ing Waterville elementary school.
"I love it. It's such a refresheven those without transportation the opportunity to volun- ing change from my ordinary
teer, according to Winchester. routine/' said ARC volunteer
Most programs have been es- Gloria Rottell '98. "I think it's
tablished for many years, but such an important thing in a
occasionall y, the CVC gets stu- child's life to be read to — just
dent requests to begin certain like when you were little and
programs. Waterville residents see CVC on page 4

Editor-in-Chief

While most Waterville residents spent only a few minutes at
the polls Tuesday, many Colby
students found themselves waiting in line for up to 40 minutes.
Waterville Ward 3 resident
Allison Pilitsis spent several hours
Tuesday evening challenging the
ballots of Colby students and
other voters who she said she did
not recognize.
"My reason is I'm questioning the legal residence and the
legality of the voters of this municipality,"said Pilitsis. Students
whose ballots were challenged
were allowed to vote, but had to
fill out a voter challenge certificate and wait in a separate line
for that paperwork to be processed.
"They willbe permitted to cast
a ballot, and the challenge'will be
recorded," said Maine State Solicitor A. V. Federle, J r. "It will
only become significant if the
number of challengeballots could
affect the outcome of any race or
issue."
Challenged ballots are
counted in the election results,
and only become an issue in the
event of a recount, according to
Federle. "If no one demands a
recount,nothing will happen,"he
said. Only if the number of challenged ballots is greater than the
margin of victory or defeat are

they investigated.
"I know a lot of the people in
Waterville and I realize that it is
important for people to be registered properly and not dually registered so the votes are valid,"
said Pilitsis. "I'm doing this in the
event there is a vote somewhere
along the line that is very close
and if there is a recount...all the
challenge votes are verified."
Pilitsis said that her primary
motivation was the potential for a
close vote on Question One. "It's
very confusing. I think the wording has confused an awful lot of
people. I think a lot of people don't
understand it," she said. "However it turns out, that's fine —
people voted. I want to make sure
it's legal."
Federle said that the challenged votes could only affect
Question pne "in a very wild scenario." He added that it is not
uncommon for citizens to challenge the ballots of college students, but that students' right to
vote has been upheld in court.
"I thought it was slightly annoying," said Derek Cribby '96,
who waited in line for approximately half anhour. "She wasjust
trying to do whatever she could to
take votes away from the other
side."
"I am doing what I feel is right
in my heart, and I think everyone
has that right to do that," said
Pilitsis. "I'm not inconveniencing
anybody on purpose."Q

Local voters
strike down

referendum
Que stion One

At press time, Question One
seems to have be defeated ,with the
statewide vote standing at 126,051
"no" to 119,795 "yes." Proponents
of the referendum conceded late
Tuesday night, according to Associated Press reports.
In Waterville, 1,863 votes were
cast for the measure and 3,547
against. Ward 3, which includes
Colby,showed the greatest opposition to the measure,striking it down
by a vote of 671-129.
"If s very clear, that Colby students aremaking an impact in local
politics,"said EmmettBeliveau'99,
president of the Colby Democrats.
. In the Ward 3 City Council race,
Republican Bruce Olsen defeated
Democrat Nick Wright '98,371-288.
Wright failed in his bid to become-the firet Colby student ever
elected to Ihe Waterville City Council,despite what he described as "a
really good Colby turnout."
Wright said that while he was
disappointed in the loss, he felt
Olsen would try to bridge the gap
between Colby and Waterville. "I'm
sure he will help Colby students,"
said Wright(DM)

Journalist Murray Kempton named 1995 Lovejoy Fellow
BY KOL HARVEY
Staff Writ er

Murray Kempton, this year's Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Fellow, will deliver the annual Lovejoy Convocation lecture at 8 p.m. toni ght in Lorimer Chapel. Kempton is a
Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist for New York Newsday.
Kempton has been working in journalism since 1942
when he started as a reporter for the New York Post. He
became a columnist for that paper after serving in World
War II. Kempton has been the editor of The New Repu blic,
a free-lance writer and the author of four books, one of
which won the National Book Award in 1974. Kempton
also received a Pulitzer Prize in 1985.
According to President William Cotter, the selection
of the Lovejoy Fellow involves "look[ing] at a lifetime of
work...of people who have been consistently independent , insig htful and courageous, such as Murray
Kempton .
Past honorees include David Brodev, a political columnist for the Washington Post ,U.S. Senator Paul Simon, nnd
Herbert Block, an editorial cartoonist for the Washington
Post.

Today 's Spotlight Lecture, a panel discussion titled
" The Media and the Internet ," will feature Kempton as one
of the panelists, The discussion will focus on the expansion of interactive forms of communication, the Internet

and how these electronic news sources create challenges
for the traditional news media.
According to Cotter, the Lovejoy Fellow award has
gone to "an editor, reporter, publisher, or columnist who
has contributed to the nation's journalistic achievement"
each year since 1952. Elijah Parish Lovejoy, for whom the
award is named, was a 1826 Colby graduate who fought
for freedom of the press and died defending his abolitionist newspaper from pro-slavery rioters.
"The selection committee is made up of leaders in the
media from all over the country... who are very knowledgeable about the people who have contributed professionally to the quality of journal ism," said Cotter.
Orlando Sentinel Editor Jane Heal y, Chicago Tri b une
Associate Mana ging Editor F. Richard Ciccone, Retired
Executive Editor of The O regonia n William Hillard , Los
Angeles Times Senior Editor Carol Stogsdill and Bill
Kovach, curator of The Nieman Foundation at Harvard
join trustee Lawrence Pugh '56, Dean of the College Earl
Smith and Cotter on the selection committee for the
Lovejoy award.
This week's Spotlight Lecture panel is comprised of
Heal y, Ciccone, Hillard, Stogsdill , Kovach and Louis
Ureneck, editor and vice president of the Portland Newspapers. The discussion will be moderated b y Associate
Professor of Government Anthony Corrado , who is currentl y stud ying the use of the Internet in polit ical
Photo courtesy of Communication
campaigns.Q
MurrayKemp ton, 1995 Lovejoy Fellow.

WMHB airs news reports
WMHB began an experimental ;hourly broadcast ;of news and
weather reports on Oct. 25. Reports are approximately one to two
minutes long, and give a summary of the day's headline news and
weather, according to WMHB Program Director Chris Griffith '97. The
recordings are updated daily and are aired every two hours. If this
proves successful, WMHB will air news summaries every hour during
the day time. Kol Harvey '99 came up With the idea df having hourly
hewsbriefs,and is responsible for reading and compiling the segments.
"So far the feedback has been positive and people are generally happy
about the updates," said Griffith. (AB)

Colby students mourn Rabin
Two memorial services were held in Waterville this week for
Yitzhak Rabin, the Israeli Prime Minister who was assassinated Saturday by Yigal Amir, a 25-year-old Israeli law student.
On Monday night; a service was held" at Temple Beth Israel, in
Waterville. Beth Israel Rabbi Raymond Krinski/ who is also Colby 's
Jewish chaplain, led the service in both English and Hebrew. During
his eulogy in memory of Rabin, Krinski referred to him as a "mighty
man of honors" who led the peace process in his country through his
adherence to the Jewish ideals of brotherhood and tolerance.
- . Colby President William Cotter also delivered a brief eulogy and
thanked, the temple for providing an outlet for mourners. Cotter said
this time'of grief and .confusion for Israel reminds him of the turmoil the
United. States faced after the assassination of .President-Kennedy.
. On Tuesday,approximately 25 students and faculty gathered in the
rain on. the steps of . Miller Library to light candles in remembrance of
Rabin. (EMD) * . - . - . • .
•
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Assistant Professor of Sociology and AnthropologyAdam Weisberger relaxes in his Goddard HZodgkinsapart ment.

Faculty residents enj oy campus life
BY KATE DUNLOP
¦ ¦
Staff Writer : ¦

Dorm lif e is notjust for students.
There are eight faculty residents and
their families living in residence
halls across campus.
"Our experience has been very,
very positive" living on campus,"
said Assistant Professor of Economics Saranna Thornton. Thornton,
who graduated from Colby in 1981,
and her husband,Mike,live in Mary
Low with their two sons and have
begun their third year living on cam. . ' •• .
pus. .
.i .
"It's been really great for us,"
said Thornton. "The students are
wonderful."
The main reason faculty live on
campus, according to Associate
Dean of Residential Life Jan
Arminio, is because it provides a
new kind of interaction between
faculty and students not found in
the classroom.
According to Arminio, every
spring all faculty members are invited to apply for the position of
faculty resident,and "a lot of people
are interested."
"We want this to be more than
just a place to live for these people.
It should be an opportunity to develop meaningful relationships
outside of the classroom," said
Arminio.
"I think we'have a really great
program here, with all disciplines
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There's always cand y floating
around."
Living so close to work has more
advantages than disadvantages, although it can be hard to keep a
separate private life.
"SometimesTworry about what
students expect from a faculty resident and if they understand that
we're here and care for them, but
also have a private life," said
Hernandez. "It doesn't mean they're
not welcome."
"Students are generally pretty
considerate," said Thornton. "Offcampus organizations help keep
things separated."
"Sometimes a Week will go by
before I leave campus and I'll feel
claustrophobic and want to get out,"
said Weisberger. "I feel that I have a
private life but I'm always aware
I'm living in a dorm."
According to Arminio there is
no limit to how long faculty can
remain residents.
"I think we really appreciate our
position as faculty residents," said
Hernandez. "Ihave no complaints."
"Mostl y, it's been fun," said
Weisberger.
"We take it year by year," said
Thornton. "As long as it's good for
our famil y,we'll live on campus. I
really enjoy being a faculty resident,
I've made close friends with several
students and that wouldn't have
happened otherwise. It's one of the
best decisions we've made/'Q
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Specializing in Collision Repairs of All
Vehicles, Foreign and Domestic
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represented — singles, married
couples and farhilies with children,"
said Arminio.
' Faculty residents are provided
with an apartment with basic furnishings and board, except during
vacations.
Ivette N. Hernandez, a Spanish
instructor, is a second-year faculty
resident living by herself in Small.
"Last year was great and this year is
even better. I think it's a great opportunity to interact with the students. I feel safe here,and I prefer to
Jive here. It's nice to walk to work
and take part in the activities on
campus."
'
"I like being in contact with students. There's a lot of energy and
enthusiasm and it's infectious,"said
Assistant Professor of Sociology and
Anthropology Adam Weisberger,
faculty resident of GoddardHodgkins.
Campus life also includes eating
in the dining halls. According to the
1995-96 Faculty Resident Handbook
at least one-half of each week'smeals
must be eaten in the halls.
"My husband andlareboth great
cooks, but with the convenience of
the dining halls, we don't cook very
much," said Thornton.
"Sometimes I like to stay [in my
apartment] and cook something,but
I don't like to cook,"said Hernandez.
"I'll tell you one thing," said
Weisberger. "Living on campus has
been great for my sweet tooth.

Rt. 104, Pine Ridge Golf Course, W. River Rd., Waterville
Mon.-Thurs. 11-8:45 • Fri. & Sat. 11-9:45 • Sun. 11:30-8:45
Colby
college
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fLA.D.S. builds confidence for women
BY CASSIE DONN
Features Editor

Information provided by Rape
Awareness Defense Systems
(R.A.D.S.) reveals that every 21
hours there is a rape on a campus in
the United States. Every two hours
and 12 minutes, a violent crime is
committed on a college campus.
Last February, Colby started
R.A.D.S. classes on campus to educate women about self-defense.
Classes began Monday and will
consist of four, three-hour sessions.
The objective of R.A.D.S. is "to
develop and enhance the options
of self-defense so they may become
more viable considerations to
women who are attacked."
The class is divided between
classroom time and self-defense instruction. At the end of the course
each student has the option of participating in two live simulation
exercises.
The R.A.D.S. system was developed by a campus law enforcement
officer in an attempt to bridge the
gap between common crime prevention lectures and basic martial
arts technique.
"The class is important for any
women to be able to use self-defense tactics in a confrontation situation"said Dan Benner, director of
security and a certified R.A.D.S.
instructor.
According to Benner, R.A.D.S.
helps to keep panic under control.It
helps to transfer fear into anger and
physical energy. The class teaches
how to control emotions and thinking when in a confrontational situation.
"If someone is restraining you
in any way, we teach a number pf
escape techniques," said Benner.

•Israeli Prime Minister
Rabin assassina t ed

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

Security Officer Lynn Lamontagne teaches the ^defensive
stance *' to Carrie Peterson '99.
Students learn kick-backs, five different hand strikes, different types
of kicking and ground defense.
Kris Durkee, assistant director
of special programs and a certified
R.A.D.S. instructor, said she felt it
was an important class because students will not be at Colby all their
lives. "Violence hasn't stopped
against women. Women have to be
educated."
"When you'renot aware,things
happen," said Durkee. The course
is about "being aware, realizing
what's out there. It's real. It's happening."
"It made me feel confident,"said
Durkee. "I don't feel so afraid. I
don't need to rely on others. I have
skills to do it."
"I think it was a confidence
builder physically and mentally,"
said Stephanie Cleaves '96. "[The
class] was a supportive environment. It was very focused; we chan-

neled energy into what we were
doing.I feel like I can walk in areas
I did not feel comfortable in before ."
"I feel more confident,"said Isa
Dorros '98, who took the R.A.D.S.
class last year.
The live simulations helped students test themselves at the end of
the course. "Taking the class is
worth it for simulations at the end
— learn about reflexes, how you
react," said Dorros.
"You put everything you've
learned into defending yourself,"
said Anne Robinson '96. "You really get to see if you can do it."
"I feel like I can protect myself
on my own," said Robinson.
R.A.D.S. was developed so that
anyone could participate. "Anyone
could do it," said Benner. "We try
to make it simple and effective —
give [students] a chance to escape
and a chance to survive."Q

ure up to 50 percent, putting Colby
in line with competing colleges.
Unfortunately, according to
Annual gifts from alumni are an Tillander, Colby has always been
integral part of the College's yearly closer to the low end when combud get, and the Office of Annual pared to peer colleges. With the
Giving is looking to increase partici- introduction of the Alumni Fund
pation in the Alumni Fund.
Participation Challenge, "the focus
Annual giving is about partici- has changed to active giving rather
pation , not about the amount of the than monetary value," said
gift, according to Nina Tillander, Tillander.
director of annual giving. To raise
The challenge provides "an opColb y 's alumni partici pation , a portunity for every gift to the Alumni
challenge has been devised for
"Alumni donating to
alumni that will both encourage
new donors to give while mainthe College ensure
taining those people who have
that their Colby
given in the past.
degree maintains ,
According to Tillander, the biggest reason for not donating to Colby
aiid hopefully grows ,
in the past was money related.
in value/'
Alumni who chose not to give may
-Nina Tillander
have felt that their gifts were too
small to make a difference.
Fund, from the most modest to the
"We realized that we needed to magnificent,to count equally toward
provide incentive to new donors achieving the goal," according to the
that shows every gift counts," said publicity poster.
Tillander. The directors of annual
Pam Alexander, former director
giving want to make sure they main- of annual giv i ng, devised the plan
tain past alumni donors.
that will hopefully encourage at least
Accordingto the publicity poster 50 percent participation from alumni
for the Alumni Giving Challenge, by the year 2000. To make this posWilliams , Bowdoin, Dartmouth , sible, 5 anonymous donors — one
Haverford and Carlton ranged from parent, three alumni, and one Colby
47 to 56 percent in alumni participa- friend — have donated a total of
tion last year. Bates and Trinity each $500,000 that will go toward the
reported 41 percent participation. College's endowment.
This year, according to Tillander,
Under this new challenge, for
onl y 43percent of Colby alumni gave every new alumni donor that gives
fo the College.
to the college in the next four years,
Raising the level one and a half $100 will be donated to the endowpercent each year will bring the fig- ment, regardless of the original gift 's

size. According to Tillander, this will
show the donor that their gift will
make an immediate difference for
Colby.
Gifts this year from previous donors will generate a $50,000 bonus to
the endowment at the end of the
year. This figure increases each year
until the end of the challenge, making for an ending sum of approximately $500,000.
According to Tillander, if 7,600
alumni participate this year, Colby
will move to 45 percent participation. With about a 500 person increase each year, Colby could reach
its goal of 50 percent by the year
'
2000. :
Donations from alumni not only
help the College by.increasing the
endowment, they also boost ratings.
National organizations look at the
percentage of alumni participation
and factor these figures into an overall college rating. In a promotion for
the new challenge, alumni were informed that support from within the
College plays a part in determining
whether or not Colby will receive
grants from many national foundations,
"Alumni donating to the College
ensure tha t their Colby degree maintains,and hopefully grows,in value,"
said Tillander.
Tillander also said that it is important for donors to trust the alumni
fund directors — that they will use
their money in ways which will benefittheCollegemost 'Themostvaluable gift to Colby is the one with no
strings attached," she said.Q

The gif t that keeps on giving
BY HILARY PETERSON
Staff Writer

Dismayed Israelis paid final respects to their fallen leader, Yitzhak
Rabin, by praying at theWesternWall,lighting candlesat thecornerwhere
he was slain and filing past his coffin throughout the night. Rabin was
assassinated on Nov. 5 by Yigal Amir, a 25-year-old, right-wing Israeli
Palestinian.Tributes to Rabin flowed in from across Israel and around the
world for thewarrior-turned-peacemaker,who was shot as he left a rally
organized by supporters of his plans for peace with the Palestinians.
Rabin's body was taken in a militarymotorcadeup the highway from
Tel Aviv to Jerusalem — the same route where he fought as the young
commanderof the Harel Brigade in April, 1948 to capture Jerusalem and
insure the survival of thenewIsraeli state. In Jerusalem,Rabin's coffin was
laid on theplaza outside the Parliamentwherehewas grieved by his wife,
Leah, accompanied by their children and grandchildren.

•Quebec's premier quit s
af ter referendum defea t
Premier Jacques Parizeau of Quebec, leader of the separatist Parti
Quebecois, has resigned.His resignation raises questionsabout the direction of the separatist movement after its narrow defeat in the Oct. 30
independencereferendum.In the primarily Frenchspeaking province,50.6
,withamere53,498votes
percentvotedagainstsuccessionand49 .4votedfor
dividing the two. Quebec's demands have hinged on recognition in the
Constitution of its distinct character, as a protection against efforts by
English Canada to mdeimineitslanguage,cultureand specialcivil codeof
justicebasedon theFrenchsystem.Instead ofresolvingtheissueofQuebec's
future,the victory by thosewho want to preserve the Canadian union has
led some separatiststo work Harder for independence. The vote was seen
as pointingto a profounddesire for changein theprovince that represents
one-quarter of Canada's population and one-sixth of its area.

•House acts to ban abortion
method
For the first time since the Supreme Court's landmark ruling in 1973
upholding a woman's right to abortion,theHousevoted tobana particular
method of abortion and impose <_r_minal penalties on doctors who use' it.
The method is a highly specialized procedure, known medically as "intact
dilation and evacuation," which is performed only after 20 weeks of
gestation. Only 13,000 of the country's 1.5 million abortions are performed
at 20 weeks of gestation or later,and the method is rarely used even in those
late-term abortions. Doctors say the reasons women seek late-term abortionsrangefromfetal abnormalitiestomaternalhealthproblemstoteenager's
failure to recognize and deal with a pregnancy earlier. The bill was a major
test for both sides in the abortion debate,:and the outcome showed an
erosion of support for abortion rights forces.

•New York court rules
unmarried coupl es can adopt
A New York court ruled by a four-three vote that couples, regarlessof
sexual orientation, do not have to be married in order to adopt a child. In its
majority opinion," the Court of Appeals, said it was taking note of the
"fundamentalchanges"in the American family,such as thesixfold increase
since 1970in the number of unmarried couples raisingyoungchildren. With
this ruling, New York becomes only the third state,lafter Vermont and
Massachusetts, to judicially recognize the right of unmarried couples;to
adopt children. The ruling significantly broadens the legal standing of the
states' non-traditional families, granting unmarried couples all the statesanctioned rights and responsibilities of adoption that married people
already have.The ruling is particularly importantto gayand lesbiancouples
trying to raise children because the state does not recognize homosexual
marriages.Previousl y,across much of the state,one par tner in a homosexual
relationship could adopt a child, but the mate could not become legally
recognized as thatchild'ssecond parent.The ruling also means that thechild
of a unmarried couple will be entitled to an array of rights and privileges
from both parents, including financial, educational and medical decisions.

•Research links single gene
t o almost all br east cancers

A gene that was thoug ht to cause only a small number of breast
cancers now appears to be at the heart of nearly all of them, researchers
report. The gene, called BRAC-1, was isolated j ust a year ago. The
finding may lead to new ways to give a prognosis and to treat breast
cancer, but there is no immediate action recommended for women
concerned about a genetic predisposition to the disease. Researchers
are excited about the finding because it means that the rare forms of
breast cancer that run in families have some link to the most common
forms.
Comp iled by J ennif er O'Neill f rom The Nexo York Times, Oc l3Q lo Nov. 5

Rutgers University

New Brunswick, New Jersey

A not- so-common sight on Mayflower Hill.

With the trend of chem-free housing on the rise, Rutgers
University has made an addition to their special housing options
— chem-free housing for people who are overcoming addictions
to drugs and alcohol. Currently there are 25 students living in
what Rutgers calls "recovery housing." The .director of Rutgers'
assistance program for substance abusers, Lisa Laitman, said this
housing option was made available when recovering addicts
expressed a strong desire to live on campus and be a part of the
community without having to live in a dorm where the social
activity focused primarily on alcohol. Laitman said that when the
idea was first proposed it was met with resistance. However, the
year the program began there were a number of students killed in
alcohol-related accidents, and attention as well as funds were
directed toward the program.
Bucknell University, in Lewisburg, Penn . has also made
changes in its chem-free housing. This year there was a new
addition to frat row — the C.A.L.V.I.N, and H.O.B.B.E.S. house,
which stands for "creating a lively, valuable, ingenious new habit
of being at Bucknell and enjoy ing sobriety." The group has 200
members, who have all promised to abstain from drugs and
alcohol. Twenty- three of the members live in the house.

bcno photo by Merritt uujf

Looking for love in all
the wrong places?
BY MOLLY FRAZIER
Staff Writer

Even with Valentine 's Day
months away students are awaiting Cupid's arrow. According to a
recent Echo poll of 318 students,
many students are searching for
love.
Colby students who seek love
are not finding what they are looking for. Students were asked if they
were involved in a relationship
and if they wanted to be. Over 78
percent of students are not involved in serious relationships.
Sixty-four percent of those polled
showed interest in having a serious relationship.
"I don't believe it is easy to find
a relationshi p here at Colby, " said
Joe Corrigan '97. "But on the other
hand I don't think it is difficult to

"I guess some
people have
relation ships aiid
actually enjoy them
— though I can't for
the life of me see
how."
-Paul Fontana '96
hook up — I guess it is a matter of
what you are looking for,"
One freshman is not looking
romance. She said, "right now
making strong friendships is more
important than finding a relationship."
More than half the students
polled regard Colby as promiscuous. 63 percent thought the campus is sexuall y indiscriminate.
Some students wrote that they did

not think Colby was any more promiscuous than other colleges.
One sophomore woman stated,
"Being in a relationship this year,
I don 't notice the promiscuity
around campus as much as before ."
Twenty percent of students indicated that they would prefer
hook-ups to a serious relationship.
"I like hooking up sometimes,
but most of the time I feel like I
want a relationship," said one
freshman woman.
"I guess some people have relationships and actually enjoy
them — though I can 't for the life
of me see how," said Paul Fontana
'96.
Others do not dislike either; one
p erson wrote, "sex is good no matter how you can get it. "Q

CVC. continued fr ompage 1

you loved to be read to. Each
time you develop more of a relationship with the students and I
always feel really good after going."
The CVC is planning a "recognition for student volunteers "
to be held in the Robins Room in
Roberts Union on Sunday, Nov.
12 from 4 to 5 p.m. "Everyone is
invited and welcome to come and
learn more about CVC programs," said Winchester.
In addition , the CVC is planning an all-campus newsletter,
due out in mid-November, designed to inform students of the
volunteer opportunities available both at Colby and around
the country, according to Winchester. Information is also available through the CVC homepage
on the World Wide Web.
The CVC office is loca ted in
Career Services on the firs t floor
of Eustis. App lications are currentl y being accepted forsecond
semester assistant director, a position which will aid current Assistant Director Pat Doy le '97
while Winchester is stud ying
abroad. Anyone interested in ap-

Univers it y o f Calif orn ia at Santa Bar b ara
Santa Barbara, California

A federal jury has ruled that the University of California at
Santa Barbara is guilty of discriminating on the basis of age after
they rejected a professor of Chicano studies from a senior-level
post in his field. Rodolfo F. Acuna said he was denied the job based
no his age, not his qualifications. Acuna's lawyer maintained that
faculty who reviewed his application focus on his age and date of
birth and emphasized that the person selected would be shap ing
the future of Chicano studies at the school. The battle is not over
yet. Acuna filed a suit in state court, which has been put on hold
pending the decision of the federal court. University officials said
they may appeal the federal jury 's guilty verdict. (EMD)
Compiled by EM. Dugganfrom The Chronicle of Higher Education.
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Colby Friends Allison Clougher *98 and Renee, age 9, play
as part of the CVC weekly programs.
pl y ing for the position or participating in any of the CVC' s volunteer programs should stop by the
office or call x3442.
"Our main goal is to build
brid ges between the school and
community , " said Winchester.
"We encourage students to drop

in if they are looking for a volunteer opportunity. If we don 't
have a program a student is interested in, we can find a way to
start it — no one is prevented
from volunteering. Students
have fun and we ask for nothing
else in return."?
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is now accepting applications for the following editorial
positions for second semester:
•Managing Editor
•News Editor
•Features Editor
•Opinions Editor
•Sports Editor
•Arts and Entertainment Editor
•Assistant Editors
The Echo is also looking for students to fill the following staff positions:
:r y

•Photographers
•Layout Assistants
•Ad Representitives
•Ad Designers
•Writers ( all sections)

Applications may be picked up from the envelope on
the door of the Echo production office in the basement of
Roberts. At least two writing samples are required for
most editorial positions.Applications are due on Friday
November 17, 1995 by 5 p.m. Start thinking about it
now! Editorial positions are paid. Previous newspaper
experience is helpful. Call Dave or Erin at x3349 with
any questions, or e-mail echo@colby.edu.

The Echo: a proud tradition since 1877
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j azzes up

Sat. nigh t
BY LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

Tiie Colby Jazz Ensemble performed
on Nov. 4 in Given Auditorium. It was an
excellent concert that demonstrated many
students' and community members' jazz
abilities, A smaller, five-piece group
called the-Colby Jazz Combo began the
evening.
Z
'.. The ! Combo consisted of Mandy
Humphreys on trumpet, Pete Luber '96
on guitar, Kevin Emerson '96 on percussion/Ted Weil' 97 on bass and Alex Sobel
'98 on tenor saxophone.The group played
three songs. They had a balanced sound
and they took turns soloing. "Joshua. "
was a Miles Davis tune written by Victor
Feldraari and arranged by Weil. "Cantaloupe' Island" was their next selection.
"Mr. P.C." featured a nice dialogue between the trumpet and the sax parts, and
an enjoyable repetition of the main theme
» Z
for the finale. The Jazz Ensemble is a much larger
group with 18 members. They were led
by Director of Band Activities Christopher White. Their performance began
with the Bright piece "May be NextTime."
It featured an alto sax solo by Assistant
Professor,of Psychology Bill Klein.
;
The .next song, "Four Brothers," was
saxophOrie-based. Darren Perry '98,Casey
McCullough '96, Bill Epps '96, Sobel and
Klein all had solos. The trumpets and
trombones provided a punchy and lively
background.
"Darn That Dream " was a gentle melodic number. The brass section, added a
warm sound,and Sobel soloed. "But N ot
ForMe "'was.-a Gershwin piece that added
Michael Casey '96 on piano to the list of
see JAZZ on page 10

Bubba Toba performs at Spa
BY LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

Thecampusband Bubba Toba gaveitsfourth
public performance at Colby on Nov. 2 in the
Spa. The band is composed of Harris Eisenstadt
'98 on drums, Geoffrey Kelsey '98 on bass and
vocals, Nathan Radcliffe '97 on guitar and vocals, Taylor Smith '98 on guitar and vocals and
Scott Williams '98 on bongos.They played two
sets that included over two hours of music. The
band played original songs as well as covers of
tunes by bands such as Phish and God Street
Wine.
The band's name was explained during introductions. "We're named after , my grandmother,"said Eisenstadt.
Bubba Toba used the same dual lead guitar,
dual lead vocals setup that bands like God Street
Wine and The Allman Brothers Band use. This .
gave them a full sound on the guitar parts along
with the ability to have two different styles of
guitar solos. This provided some depth for their
improvisationbased tunes.
Although it was at times difficult to hear the .
vocals, the instruments were well balanced, and
no one member dominated the sound .During
"Princess Henrietta," a God Street Wine song,
KebeycoveredwithbassiinprovwMeRadcliffe
worked on a technical problem with his guitar.
When his instrumentwas fixed,Radcliffe picked
up the solo and finished the song in a professional manner.
The band was confident on their own songs
as well. "Boogie Patch " started slow, and then
picked up thepace. They took turns on solos,and
sounded solid on the difficult chromatic scaling
section after the refrain. "Moonshine Sunrise"had
a bluesy cadence to it, and many tempo changes. :
The transition "Montezuma " utilized Bubba
Toba's_mpressiveir_>rxumentalmixwithaspacelikesectionthat drifted pleasantly through solos.
The original song "Caveman " had a number of
guitar effects , and several different moods.
"Alumni Blues"was a sweetcoverof an old Phish
song.
The second set started with the crowd-pleasing "Craw^rrfs Ziwrfirt^/'Thebest momentof the
showwastheexcitingcoveroftheCharlieDaniels

Geoffrey Kelsey '98 of Bubba Toba jams in the Spa.
f

'.

,-t

Band classic "The Devil Went Down to Georgia."
ThesongWgliEghtedbothSrriith'sandRadcliffe's
guitar abilities,and Radcliffe sounded especially
strong.
Bubba Toba also proved they can play a
variety of styles with their interpretation of
"Pflcfe?&e/CaMO«,"abaroqueclassicalmusicpiece.
They finished thesetwiththeirown "Dr. Frandz,"

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

and their encore was a loose variation on the
Phish song "You Enjoy Myself. "
Theconcert was a enjoyable appearance from
this band, and their strength and volume was
perfect for the Spa. Since they are composed
entirely of sophomores and juniors, we should
some see more good performances from this
band in the next couple of years.Q

Circus "Caravan ' dances in Strider Theater
BY PAUL FONTANA
Contributing Writer

Photo Courtesy of Communications
J a net McAlp hin , David Oodsey, Esther Edel man , Martha En son a n d Kevin
Jo y ce i n "Caravan of Dreams. "

At precisely 8:04 p.m., the lights in Strider
Theater slowly faded to a blackout and six shadows of movement crept onto the stage. This was
theorUy dimandquietmomentinlastThursday's
performance of "Caravan of Dreams."
The Seattle based Unidentified Moving Objects Ensemble was formed in 1987by five of the
six current members. "Cara van of Dreams " was
created, directed and performed by the group. It
isoneof nveproductionsin their repertoire. This
year's show was their second appearance on
campus.
Theensembleconsistedof performersEsther
Edelman, David Godsey, Kevin Joyce, Janet
McAlpin and Martha Enson. Enson was also the
show'sdirector. Ela Larnbinprovidedthesounds
wh ich underscored and animated the entireperformance. Lambin also constructed his own
unique instruments, one of which was made
from an old exercise bicycle.
Inspired by Herman Hesse's epic novel
"S iddhartha ," "Caravan of Dreams " was a visual
feast of highly stylized movement. From the first
burst of fire which began the play until the
curtaincall,theUMOcastremainedfocusedand
concentrated on every action they performed.
Director/performerMartha Ensondescribed
theshowasa "storyofd-iehumanstruggletofind
sp ir i tual peace."
Rather than convey this message thro ug h the
common medium of dialogue, the UMO en-

semble expressed themselves through movement and sound.Occasionally a characterwould
come forth and deliver a snippet of Eastern
wisdom while the others listened intently. This
was sufficient to convey the desired theme. Additional text would have only detracted from the
visual circus being presented.
The performance began with the actors'
emerging from rope swings suspended from
Strider's recently installed fly system.These five
black swings were the only piecesof scenery on
the otherwise bare stage which left ample room
for the performers' relentless movement.
Immediately upon the lights being brought
up, vibrant colors jumped out from the black
background.Thecharacters'faceswerernadeup
like clowns with large patches of white, red,
purple and green. The costumes were equally
colorful .Each character donned vibrant stylistic
outfits which Aladdin's own genie would have
har d pressed to outdo. Perhapsthe most distinct
pieceof gear was a headdresswornby Edelman
which appeared as scores of fat cotton.
Though ceaseless,themovementof theshow
was highly controlled. There was never a moment of chaos—every action appeared choreogr ap hed and necessary. The actors were well
focused and theirvoiceswerecontrolled.Though
.noneseemed tohaveoutstandingvocalstrength,
their harmonies blended well and the mantras
were well enunciated.
Performing to a full house, the show was as
well received as it was attended . Hopefully this
success will bring UMO back to Colby with a
third productionO

Poetry, st ory
ent ert ain at
P equod reading
BY LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

The Peqoud had its second reading of the semester on Nov. 1in the
Coffeehouse. Dina Pfister-Mandes
'96 and David Thibodeau '96 read
selections from their poetry, and
Amanda Wilkins "97 read one of
her stories.
Pfister-Mandesbegantheevening
withadramaticinteipretationoffour
of her poems. She started with an
untitled pieceabout a woman waitingforatrainwhoishitonbyayoung
man. The speaker battles him with
her wit,and says "Soon shewill find
the words to shut him up." Eventually,she is successful.
Her nextpoem wasabout a large
happening in New York City called
"The Cat 's Head. " According to
Pfister-Mandes, Cat's Heads were
large parties that pre-dated raves.
They were held in gutted warehouse with multiple bands and interactive art displays. The poem
describes the walk to the Lower
EastSidewherethepartytookplace,
and the"tons of freaks"the speaker
and her friends encounteralong the
way. They feel like "A sunny kind
of Maxwell House dream."
"Insulin," her next selection,
describes the less positive feelingof
shooting insulin. The lines "I felt
the syrupy sludge inside"and "Ten
years of tiny punctures" were particularly well written.
The final poem was about the
last week of play rehearsals and
getting ready for a dress rehearsal.
The speaker states that "I'm in
charge, I'm always in charge, I like
being in charge." The process of
putting on stage makeup is described as "I don't stop till I look
ridiculous."

BY LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

Thibodeau followed PfisterMandeswith one lengthy untitled
poem.
"This poem is true," he said.
"It's taken me quite some time to
get here."
The poem was a heartbreaking
account of dealing with the confusion that followed the suicide of a
school buddy named John. The
speaker explains that the death was
particularly difficult to deal with
because, "if I had made a list of all
the people who would ever kill
themselves,he would not be on it."
He is further confused since"In
all my memories of him, he is always laughing." By the end of the
gory and dramatic poem, the
speaker is forced to decide that "I
neverreally knewyou,John. Inever
really knew you."
Wilkinshadthechallenging task
of following Thibodeau's depressing poem with a humorous story
called "Rose." However, the atmospheresoonlightenedwiththestory
ofafurinyfirst-personnarratorwho
is looking forward to spending the
holidays with her family but without her vicious grandmother Rose.
The story's best moments are the
descriptions of their eccentric holiday decorations like a wine fountain filled with two dollar wine that
had "abendableSanta performfing]
the backstroke" in it. The characterizarion of her father and other
famil y members were also especially effective, as was the telling of
their search for a Christmas tree.
The reading had a variety of
erpotional momentsand wasa good
opportunity to hear some of Colby
studentwritersand poets.The semiannual literary magazine, Peqoud ,
will be published shortly after
Thanksgiving.Q

Vance Gilbert continued a high
caliber fall concert series with a performance at Colby on November 2.
He played for a couple of hours,and
had a personal stage presence in the
intimate setting of the Coffeehouse.
He gave a unique folk concert with
hishumorand banter,and heplayed
a varietyof cover and his own songs.
He opened with an old Jimmy
Webb tunecalled "Do what yougot to
do." His next song, "Pound of Prevention," was about working as a bank
teller who is held up and kidnapped
by a female bank robber. It was fast
paced with a touch of the blues,and
it told of the almost romantic encounter. He tells how she steals his
heart,but at least she left him with a
"Sixteen ounce cure for this hard
world."
"If These Teardrops have Wings "
was less imaginative. It was a soft
and seductive song with a beautiful
guitar part,but lines like "Time heals
all," were somewhat conventional
and not his best. Still, it was not
without merit. The chorus part sang
"We could make this so easy/If we

Echo photo by J ennifer Aiwood

Vance Gilbert performs in the Coffeehouse.
think of this night/As if it were a
thunderstorm/Passing over a bird
in flight."
One of Gilbert'sbest abilities was

to make his somewhat lengthy introductions ease into songs that were
often drastically different in style
see GILBERT on page 10

Jane Aust en film persuades viewers
BY KATYE THATCHER
Contributing Writer

Director Roger Michell's screen
adaptation of Jane Austen's novel,
"Pe rsuasion ," is truly a success. A
strong base of smashing cinematography, superior acting, picturesque
scenery and a brilliant plot gives the
film exactly what it needs to soar.
"Persu asion " is set in England in
1814. Eight years before the story
begins, Anne Elliot (Amanda Root,
a leading member of the Royal
Shakespeare Company), the story's
engaging heroine,was engaged to a
young naval officer, Frederick
Wentworth (Ciaran Hinds).
The engagement was based on
an untainted love that is seldom

seennowadays. Nevertheless,Anne ation has been remedied by thewar.
allowed herself to be persuaded by He is now a rich and successful
her trusted friend Lady Russell (Su- captain. A strange twist of fate
throws he and Anne into the same
social circle. After eight years of
separation, Anne and Frederick reJane Austen
alize that while everything is drastifan or not, you
cally different, much has remained
the same.
will
Above all, the film expresses
undoubtedly
Austen's supreme ability to get to
enjoy this film.
the heart of the matter. Whether the
topic is love, loneliness, expectations or the incongruities between
san Fleetwood) to break off the en- the sexes, Austen's dialogue is truly
gagement, due to Frederick's poor expressive. Whether or not you are
a Austen fan, however, you will
financial status.
The break is bad for both Anne undoubtedly enjoy this film. It is
and Frederick. When we meet the: currently showing at Railroad
characters,Frederick's financial situ- Square Cinema.Q
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Tom Pirozzoli
Folk Singer
Coffehouse
Nov . 9 at 8 p.m.
Wind Ensemble
Given Auditorium
Nov. 11 at 8 p.m.
"Tlie Od ious Pacts :
Paintings by Mar k G rcemoold "
Art Museum
Mon. — Sat. from 10 a.m. — 4:30 p.m.
Sundays from 2 — 4:30 p.m.
"Makers '95 "
Art Museum
Mon. — Sat. from 10 a.m. — 4:30 p.m.
Sundays from 2 — 4:30 p.m.

off tki s pl acet
Bowdoin
"Contempora ry Art:
Selections f r om t he P ermanent Coll ections "
Gallery talk b y Larry Lutchmansingh
Walker Art Building
Nov. 15 at 3:30 p.m.
"Yelloio Earth "
Chinese Movie Series
Video Viewing Room
Language Media Center, Sills Hall
Nov. 14 at 7:15 p.m.
"Bowdoin Photograp hers : Liberal Arts Lens "
Museum of Art
Tues — Sat from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sundays from 2 to 5 p.m.

films
"Apollo 13"
Stu-A Film
Lovejoy 100
Nov. 9 —12 at 6 and 9 p.m.
"Tie-Died "
Railroad Square Cinema
Nov. 10 —16 at 8:05 and 9:50 p.m.
Nov. 11 —12 matinee at 3 p.m.
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"Ma ny Laughs in Nol Many Minutes "
Railroad Square Cinema
Nov . 10 — 16 at 7 p.m.
Nov. 11 — 12 matinees at 1:30, 5 p.m.
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"Pe rsuasion "
Railroad Square Cinema
Nov. 10 —16 at 6:45 p.m.
Nov. 11 —12 at 3:30 p.m.
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Finding a safe ride home

Going out toni ght? Off campus , perhaps? Well, read this, cut it
out and brin g it with you. When if s time to leave, pull it out and
make the responsible decision if you Haven 't alread y found a safe
ride home.
CLEM'S TAXI :872-2000, TOWNE TAXI -. 872-0101 ,JITNEY 872-3345
People are leaving campus more now than ever before. The migration of students every weekend into Waterville and its effect on the
campus is not the issue now — the method of travel is. The J itney
service has the potential to significantl y decrease the amount of
drunk drivin g that occurs between off-camp us parties and Mayflower Hill. If it showed up, that is.
Recentl y there have been many complaints about two-hour waits
on Friday ni ghts or no service at ail due to drivers not showing up.
While this is no excuse to be irresponsible , it seems the eternal wait
has driven some intoxicated people to do just that — chance it and
drive themselves. If Colby wants to help students stop drunk driving, they should form another committee — one that looks at other
safe-ride alternative , such as a more accessible voucher system,
which Colb y "sort of" has, but remains a mystery to most students.
It comes down to common sense. Drunk driving is always a
danger to yourself and others on the road. Even if you feel sober but
you know you've had a few, call a taxi — a .08 percent blood alcohol
concentration (BAC) — or above — is easy to attain. As soon as you
do- your license can be automaticall y suspended. The students who
were generous enoug h to let you drink in their house will also have
major problems if anything happens to you, because they will be
held responsible for a large part of your irresponsibility. The few
dollars you pay to take a taxi back home is a lot cheaper than the
amount you'd pay for cabs in the three months you are prohibi ted to
drive, not to mention the hike in your insurance rate. If thaf s not
enoug h, isn't your life or mine worth a little more than $3?

Real j obs, real responsibility

During college, students are encouraged to develop and explore
new interests and ideas. One way Colby students often "discover
themselves " is by working at jobs, paid and unpaid. A flexible faculty
and administration make this exploration into new responsibilities
relativel y painless. They also makes it easier for students to neglect
duties.
Liberal arts colleges are often criticized for having little or no
relevance to the "real world. " Student jobs on campus are popular and
often seem to promote a lack of responsibility. How many times have
students been stranded in downtown Waterville on a weeken d night
because the Jitney driver on dut y simply did not show up? How many
papers have been lost because a MacLab monitor was not there to hel p
a student resurrect a crashed disk? Perhaps the harshest is the poor
prospective student who waits for hours in the Student Center on a
host who never comes. What a horrible introduction to Colby.
In the r eal worl d,if an employee does not showup for work without
a valid excuse, their employer has grounds for termination. At Colby,
however , forgetful student employees are not threatened with termination or even warnings. Consequences for neglecting to show up for
work are slight
Irresponsible employees hurt not only themselves and their employers, but their fellow students as well. If Colby students want to
claim that Colby prepared them for the job market and for postgraduate lif e, they should at least uphold their present responsibilities.
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College on
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echo encoura ges letters from its readers, esp eci a ll y those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are clue by 8 p,m, Monday for publication the snme week. Letters
should be typed and mustbe signed nnd include an.iddressor phone number. If p ossible ,
please also submit letters on a 3.5 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word format. You mny
also submit letters via e-mail to "echo@colby.edu ".
Tlie Echo reserves the right to edit nil submissions , '
The Editorials, nbove, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns,advertising and features are those of the author , not the Echo.
The Echo will mnkc every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles.
For information on advertising rotes, publication dates, or lo contact us about
submitting an article, please call (207) 872-3349 (x3349 on campus),
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Keep your opinions in the open
Attention all Colby students:You
are now ordered to detach your ProChoice bumper stickers from your
vehicles, rip off those Gay Pride
pins from your t-shirts, and basically replace all of your concrete
opinions with attitudes of indifference. You wouldn't want to offend
anyone,would you? Or cause a helpless,pawn-like freshman to be swept
up in the tide of conformity.
According to Kelsey Miller, author of last week's Echo article, Be
aware of your conformity," the entire
Colby campus is so manipulated by
popular opinion and political correctness that we abandon all of our
previous values for the sake of going with the flow . C'mon Kelsey,
give us a little credit here. We do not
live in a society under the careful
gaze of Big Brother, and our beliefs
are not so easily swayed with the
slightest indication of controversy.
Freedom of expression does not

necessarily translate into total disregard for the opposing viewpoint.
Do you really think that anyone on
this campus has such little self-respect that with the mere sight of a
"No on One" poster, a transformation and reevaluation of conservative principles will ensue? Why
should we be forced to filter our
commentsjust because we might be
in the presence of someone who
does not share our opinions? Instead of bottling up statements
sparking debate and communication, we can agree to disagree. By
wearing a red ribbon to support
AIDS research, or by displaying a
sticker with the saying, "Go Vegetarian," we are not imposing on
others to accept our causes,but simply demonstratingour commitment
to a particular issue. I find it hard to
imagine that the masses of Colby
students depend on their peers to
bestow upon them an identity, or a

pursuit leading to personal fulfillment. We have strong heads on our
shoulders and are fairl y logical
people — at least that's what the
admissions officers seem to believe.
Ms. Miller seems to assert that it
would be less complicated if we
would all just stifle our views and
travel through life in a la-di-da sort
of manner so that the followers/
robots of this world could make up
their own minds without outside
interference. Well, I'm not going to
live my life worrying about those
indecisive,weak-minded individuals who feel the need to mimic every political trend. I have the right
to protest anti-Semitism, gender inequality, or the type of potatoes
that they serve at Dana on Friday
ni ght. For that liberty, Ms. Miller,
is why I came to college in the first
p lace.
Margie Fishman '99

''Misinformin g" table tents explained
I would like to applaud Mike
Truman for his incisive critique of
the mysterious table tents that recently appeared on campus. Given
the avalanche of informa tion littering our newspapers,magazines,and
cafeteria tables, it is important to be
a critical reader. One would think
that when Darrell Huff authored
the book "How to Lie with Statistics"
40 years ago, his motive was to be
prescriptive; retrospection suggests
the work might have been unintentionally prescriptive. Whenever students question rather than merely
accept, I am encouraged about the
effectiveness of the education we
offer here.
I hope, however, that Mr.
Truman's article does not lead us
to dismiss the message those table
tents were attempting to convey.
As it turns out, this message is
somewhat counterintuitive. Although we often conform to social
norms, what we may not necessarily acknowledge is that our percep-

tions of those norms could be in
error. When students collectively
neglect to ask for clarification from
a teacher who is speaking gibberish in a lecture, they often do so
because they believethat their classmates are not confused — a
misperception of the social norm.
In studies at several academic institutions,this phenomenon (called
pluralistic ignorance) has also been
shown to play a significant role in
the decisions students make about
alcohol. What these studies illustrate is that many students are uncomfortable with the role alcohol
plays on campus, yet they are sur r
prisingly reticent because they beT .
lieve that a majority of their peers
are comfortable.This misperception
may lead to undesirable drinking
patterns, and in some cases, attenuated feelings of emotional connection to the institution (as indicated
by such measures as alumni donation).
The table tents constitute an

initial attempt by ACE (Alcohol in
the Campus Environment), a
largely student-composed committee, to inform its peers about
what the social norms really are at
Colby (based on a representative
sample of responses collected last
year). It is useful to have this information available in order to discourage any misperceptions students may have about these norms.
For some individuals, information
about their peers' thoughts and
behaviors may not be relevant
when making drinking decisions,
but for many others it is relevant.
Recognizing misperceptions of
social norms regarding alcohol use
has been shown to elicit more responsible drinking behavior and
could potentially reduce the need
for stricter alcohol policies on campus.
Bill Klein
Assistant Professor of Psychology

Mak ing the dream a reality
Looking towards the future while letting others sift
through the ruins for explanations, I pledge $100 to the
American Dream course. If 19 people join me, we can

help make the dream a reality for this year,
Priscilla Doel
Professor of Spanish and Portuguese

Applaud ing campus clubs, acti vities
ThePresidents'Council has asked
the Executive Board of the Student
Association to periodically write a
letter to the Echo. 1 will start this
series of letters by commending several groups on campus for their efforts.
Each active club is given a certain
amount of money which they can
use as they see fit. While there is a
system to hold these groups accountable for their expenditu res, the club
leaders have complete discretion
with the use of their funds. Sofar this
year, SOBHU, the Coffeehouse and
the Colby Democratshavebeen very
active at promoting all-campus
events, attracting large and diverse
groupsof people. Most recently these
threcgroups haveoffered Creaciones
Latinas(thecarnivalin thePageCommons Room), Ellis Paul (the musician in the Spa), and Dick Geph a rdt

to the community. All three of these
events were very well attended and
provided a real service to the community.
In addition , the newly formed
Colby Mountaineering Club was resourceful in lobbying for the climbing wall in the gym. Nick Lambert,
Jesse Palmer and Linsay Cochran,
among others, worked very hard to
convince the ever-present Colby lawyer that this wall would not be a
tremendous liabilit y. They also
worked with Arnie Yasinski, the
administrahvevice p resident,to p rocure the fundsand ultimatel y tobuild
the wall. The three of them put a lot
of hard work into the wall and, in
return, have offered a valuable, fun
service to the community.
We must thank these and other
groups for the work they put into
their events.They make the campus

more enjoyable and help break the
monotony of campus life.
If you are interested in climbing,
stop by the wall Monday thru Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. All of the
people hanging out there (definitel y
no pun intended) are really nice and
1 am sure would be willing to show
you the ropes (I couldn 't hel p that
one).
In addition , I would like to point
out that under the "Student Organizations" header on the Colby WWW
home page is a page entitled "Stu-A
events." All of the upcoming events
sponsored by Stu-A, the commons
and clubs are posted on this calendar. If you would like to keep up on
what is going on, p lease tune into
this page.

Tom R yan '96

Stu-A President

The finer points
of buying alcohol
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
Opinions Editor

Raise your glasses to the cry of
"beer " once more as we examine
some of the stranger points of alcohol on campus.
In Maine it seems that you are
not 21 unless they say you are. After choosing a bottle of wine out the
racks of Shaw's last week, I was
informed that my California
driver 's license was not acceptable
as proof that I am 21. Laughing
hysterically (those of you who have
ever seen a California license will
understand why),
I shrugged my
shoulders and
sauntered into another private liauor store where
they did consider me 21. But even
there was a sign, "Maine State ID
Required."
It seems that one is not 21 in
Vacationland unless the state says
you are. I was wondering if perhaps, for every year I aged in California I only aged half a year in
Maine, making me only 10 and a
half and, therefore, quite ineligible
to buy alcohol.
If Maine is going to call themselves "Vacationland,"it seems that
many people who are not Maine
residents are expected to make visits to Maine. It would likewise seem
silly to require everyone who visits
the state to first app ly for an ID
before ordering a drinkNot only that, but if you go to a
store with someone else to buy alcohol, they mustbe carded too. The
easy way around this is to leave all
those under the legal age in the car
while you buy up. Perhaps this
trick y strategy hasn't occurred to
the owners of Shaw's, but I am sure
they are only doing their job. Soon
enoug h in addition to attending
classes to be able to host a party on
campus , people will soon be asked
to undergo a psychiatric evaluation before they buy a bottle of
wine at the supermarket.
The ridiculousness bf this policy

Op inions

hit me when I thought over the
sensible alcohol policies of other
countries. Not only do you have to
have the vote, the ri g ht to die for
your county and the right to have
sex legally for three years before
you are allowed to consume alcohol, but if you don't have a full
repertoire of identification from all
50 states, you can't drink in any
state except your home state. Even
that is not true: in no other state I
have tried to drink in but Maine do
they impose this exclusive rule.
Even for those of us who are not
known to slug
back a case in a
night, it would
seem sensible
that if our IDs are
good enough for
our home states
that they are
good enough for Maine.
As a Colby student, one of the
things you look forward to after
your 21st birthday is being able to
go to the Spa and have a beer. Friday rolls around and you feel that
you are especially deserving of a
brew with your lunch. You go up
and order said beer, at which point
you are informed that the Spa does
not serve beer before the hour of 4
p.m. Puzzled and wondering if this
is just another strange Maine state
law, you shrug your shoulders
again and shuffle along with you
soda.
It occurs to me that at You
Know Whose you can have a beer
with lunch and that you can purchase " alcohol at the store with
you Maine State ID. Having established that it is not just a
strange law that you can onl y
drink beer through your nose on
a Friday afternoon in Kennebec
County, it seems likely that this is
another administrative ploy to
keep us sober and health y.
After all, this is Colby, where
you have to deal with your parents
times 10. Colby, that seat of hi gher
education,where you learn to make
those decisions crucial to your future, but you are not able to chose
to drink or not to drink.Q
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Colby doors: gateways to the world?
BY CHRIS FRANGIONE
Staff Writer

The other day I was sitting in a
professor 'soffice awaiting thenews
of my midterm exam. Being the nervous kid that I am, I could not make
eye contact with the man who I
could tell felt as though I had let him
down. I allowed my eyes to wonder
around the room from the pictures
of his kids on his desk, the Far Side
cartoons haphazardly taped to the
wall, and then there,above the metal
filing cabinet covered with back issues of the New York Times was the
most amazing thing that I have ever
seem— a poster entitled "The Doors
of Colby."
Who made this poster or where
it came from mattered not,but after
I left (you don't want to know what
I got on the midterm) I felt inspired
to write about today's doors on the
Hill, after all, you practically need a
BA to master the door on this campus.
Where should we begin? The
easy answer is Dana. The mindboggling Dana doors, those glass
doors thatyou have towalk through

You practically
need a BA to master
the doors on this
campus.
to get to the dining hall. Has anybody thought that maybe they
should unlock BOTH doors? Now
there's an idea. You know what I
mean: all you want to do is get to
Dana before 11 a.m. because you
have that off-hour meal plan, yet
you must wait for all the people to
come out before you can get in. The
people coming out have the big "c '
word—control of the doors. They
have the power to open, and therefore exit, through the second door.
Do they? Heck no. Our minds are
filled with equations and random
facts that we no longer have the
common sense to think to go through
the second door on the way out. So
why doesn't security or hall staff
simply unlock the second door? Or
did somebody lose the key?
Now that you have finally eaten,
after waiting toget through the glass
doors,you decide to go to your class

>

m Lovejoy 100. You enter through
the first floor door: hmm, another
mind-boggling Colby door. But,
unlike the glass door in Dana, this
isn't unique to just one door: this
phenomenon plagues a lot of campus. It is the sort-of-a-door-handlebut-not-quite-a-door-handle phenomenon.Who invented this one? I
guess the philosophy was that if
Colby didn't buy the wholehandle,
then there would be money left to
buy the big metal bar for the fro-yo
machine in Dana. These handles
destroy your fingers. I personally
almosjt had my whole nail pulled off
by simply trying to get to my class.
And, to make it worse, there is no
way to open these doors with gloves
or mittens on, so, in the dead of
winter, you are forced to expose
your precious fingers to get inside.
Would it have been that much more
expensive to buy the rest of the door
handle?
In the middle of class,your Dana
lunch of pure grease decides that it
wants to be heard. As soon as your
professor lets you put, you sprint
back to Pepper to use the bathroom.
see GATEWAYS on page 11

If you could add anythin g to Waterville what
would it be?

Dy lan Rothwell '97
"A sushi restaurant. I would
call it 'Sushi Sam's', "

Eric Hanson '97
"Sugarloaf . . . or maybe the
Alps."

Philip Boone '99
"A skateboard and roller blade
park. There is definitely enough
room in the Walmart parking lot
far a couple of half pipes."
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Becky Lebowitz '96 and Katie Scheffel '97
"An underground tunnel system, so we wouldn 't have to walk to
classes in the snow."

E cho pholos by J ennifer Atwood
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Colin Powells sensible center or mushy middle

party, where his declared positions
on issues pencil him in as a moderBY JOHN DALY
ate. He is for affirmative action,
Staff Writer
pro-choice, gun control, against
As the presidential campaign organized prayer in schools, he faseason heats up, retired General vors the death penalty and a balColin Powell has decided not to join anced bud get amendment. He
the field of Republican contenders. doesn't like "patronizing liberals"
Powell had drawn enormous press to be found on the left, or the influcoverage and speculation about a ence of religious groups on politics
possible run for the presidency as to the right. Powell looks to reprehe toured the country promoting sent the "sensible center"in Amerihis book, My American J ourney. can politics. This "center" is the
Powell timed his announcementso traditional group of moderates and
that had he chosen to run,he would independents that major party canhave had enough time to organize a didates have fought to split or take
campaign for the primary season a share of to ensure election victory.
kick-off in New Hampshire.
Beginning with the 1992 presiUntil the decision not to run
dential
election, this portion of the
Powell was reluctant to identif y
himself with either major party. He electorate has become a distinct enhas now joined the Republican tity as a substantial voter block with

defined concerns and beliefs different from either end of the spectrum
represented by the major parties.
This "radical middle" made a difference in 1992, will help define the
1996 presidential race, and could
have an influence on American politics well into the future.
Had he run, Powell would have
been wise to run as a Republican
rather than as an independent candidate, as Ross Perot did in 1992,
because certain barriers in the election processcontinue to hindernonmajor party candidates. As an independent, Powell would have had to
overcome obstacles including getting on the ballot in all 50 states,
raising funds because the current
public finance system is heavily
weighted in favor of major party
candidates,and combating the per-

ception that a non-major party vote
is doomed to be "wasted" on a certain loser, among a host of other
problems. Running as a Republican
would have avoid these obstacles
and made Powell a moreviable candidate.
Powell would have had his
problems running as a Republican
as well. Conservatives in the party
were organized to discourage
Powell from making a run by labeling him as part of the "mushy
middle" that does not represent
the conservative beliefs of the Republican party. Polls show however, that despite his alienation of
some of the more radically conservative Republicans, Powell's positions on abortion, gun control, and
a balanced budget amendment receive around 70 percent support

from the public. '
In addition, other polls of Republicans showed Powell running
second in the current field of candidates. Dole leads the pack with
38 percent, Powell follows with 34
percent, and the rest of the candidates register less than 10 percent
support. A third poll suggested
Powell's potential viability as the
Republican candidate by showing
him winning an election with 49
percent of the vote to President
Clinton's 34percent;The samepoll
shows that race was not a major
factor for Powell, as he registered
with 51 percent support to
Clinton's 31 percent among white
voters. With such positive indicators, Powell should have become a
Republican candidate for
presidents

GILBERT, continued f r ompag e 7
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JAZZ, continued from page 6
soloists. Klein and Sobel were also
featured.
Later in the evening, the ensemble p layed the Vernon Duke
song "Apr il in Paris ." Weil p layed
a trombone solo, and Humphreys
comp limented him with her trumpet part. The ending was played
twice. Unfortunatel y, it was not
double the pleasure.
The mellow , bluesy Count
Bassie track "Mid n ig ht Freig ht " was
a solid number with muffled trombones and an excellent Casey p iano ending. "Another One of Them"
continued the blues theme. It was
full of contrasting dynamics, and
hard working bass p layer Josh
DeScherer '99 was hi ghlig hted.
Duke Ellington 's "Azure " had
flute parts b y Epps and
McCullough, and White played the
clarinet lines that complimented
the rich p iano part. Their final tune,
the Latin pop "Sao Paulo " was an
up beat and exciting finish to the
concert.
The onl y drawback of the
evening was the direction by
White. His introductions were at
times condescending, and his manner was somewhat arrogant. For-

and subject . His self depreciating humor helped the transition
into a song about growing older
called the "Hey La De Da Song."
"I find as I get older," he
said. "I just don't care at all."
The song was one of his better momentswith its humor and
its upbeat tempo. One way he
knew he was getting older was
that you "feel more like your
postman, and less like you."
Gilbert was a confident
singer, but it was ndtf fully apparent how talented his voice
was until his riveting climax
to"YoH Let Me Slip Away." He
got in the groove on that song,
and his powerful voice was especially clear and moving.
Another strong moment was
the song "Times Two." It was
about the difficulty of breaking
off a relationship that he had
formed with the two daughters
of a woman he was dating.

Jen and Katie, this is your
song," he said.
The refrain described the
pain of leaving with the words
"Twice as hard, Twice as lonely,
Twice as far away, Twice the
sound of your voices, Times
Two."
Gilbert displayed both his
humor and his African-American heritagein the hilarious song
"CountryZWesternRap."The song
had the audience rolling with an
account of Gilbert's agent telling him "You play great folk
guitar, but don't forget, You're
black." The song then, mixed
rhyming rap, funk beats, and
Johnny Cash into lines like "I'm
country like that, I'm country
like that."
It was a musical and funny
folk evening. The Coffeehouse
continues its folk concert series
with Tom Pirozzoli tonight at 8
p.m.Q
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Members of the Jazz Ensemble p erf orm in Given Auditorium
on Sa turday nig ht
tunatel y, the ensemble's perfor- tion , and it was an enjoyable
mance overshadowed the direc- concert.Q
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Metric Motors Inc. |

down, with Nardini (six receptions for 62 yards and a
TD) serving as his favorite target. For the second week in a
row, Colby did not allow a
sack.
The Colb y defense put
pressure on the Jumbos' quarterback all afternoon, sacking
him four times. Linebacker Jon
Parker '97 had one and a half
of those sacks and tied with
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Drude for the team lead in tackles before been done at Colby."
with 11. Beedy and Jabar each
"He's a great role model,"
added 10, while Jeff Sklarz '96 said Pirani of Austin. "He's
had nine of his own.
been a great guy to play for
The win had historic implica- and a friend for all of us."
tions as well. Austin won his 39th
"My excitement comes from
career game, giving him the most working with the kids, that
wins of any coach in Colby history. evolve into an effective unit,"
The victory,which moved the Mules said Austin. "It's very satisf yto 5-2 on the year, also ensured the ing to see the kids develop and
squad's fifth winning season in a put the program in a p lace to
row, something which has never do something like that. "Q
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And, in doing so, you encounter yet
another amazing door. All you want
to do is use the bathroom, but first
you have to get into the stall. First,
open the door. Then put one foot
into the toilet, suck in your chest,
squeeze it through, and put your
other foot on the top of the toilet
while holding on to the top of the
door. Great, you're in and you can
finally shut the door,but by then it's
too late—you have been a victim of
the Dana revenge.
I cannot figure out why, if the
stalls are so small, they made the
doors swing in. I heard a rumor that
it was so that when you exited, you
wouldn't accidentally whack somebody cutting through, but everybody that I know is very relaxed
when exiting the stall and thus
would be very careful when exiting.
They could even put up thosefCaution: Open Door Slowly " signs like
that have everywhereelse. Anything
is better then practically killing yourself to go to the bathroom.
I called the people who made
the poster to see if they would
publish another one of the . current Colbjrdbors that I want published. I thought I could wri te
captions underneath to show alums what the doors are like these
days, but they didn't seem too
receptive.?
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Echo p ho to by Gretchen Rice

The football team takes the field f o r Saturday 's game against Tufts. The Mules will look for
their eighth straight CBB Champ ionship this Saturday at Bowdoin.
didn't take Bowdoin seriously," said
have been blowouts, and four losses tin.
"Heisjustadynarnickid thatmakes Austin. "We figured our mere appear(against Amherst, Trinity, Wesleyan
and Bates) have come on the last play plays. He is extremely quick and dart- ance was sufficient."
Last year at home, the Mules got
ing,"said Austin.
of the game.
On defense the Polar Bears show revenge and regained sole possession
"They could easily be 4r3," said
Head Coach Tom Austin. "I think it's several different fronts, which will put of the championship with a 34--13 vicimportanttorespecttheopponent,pre- pressureontheMulestoexecuteblock- tory. The game was relatively close
pare Colby for a top performance and ing assignments, according to Austin. until Colby broke it open in the fourth
Two years ago, the Mules traveled quarter. Austin and the rest of theteam
the rest will take care of itself."
The key to Bowdoin's offense is to Brunswick and came away disap- will look for similar results this weekquarterback Ramon Martinez, who pointed with a 21-21 tie, forcing the end.
"If we go down there and play the
does not have great size but is tremen- championship to be shared between
way we're capable of playing, wellbe
dously quick.Colby'sdefensewillwork the two rivals.
"In '93, we went down there and fine," said Austin.Q
tokeephim in check,accordingtoAus-
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Devastator of the week
Witti owners like Modell, even
Waterville could have an NFL team
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

Waterville is missing something . People constantl y complain
that there is never anything to do,
and many students at Colby miss
the big city atmosphere that is absent here.
I have a simple solution. Let. sgo
out and get an NFL football team.
Judging from the events in the
lastyear , and in the last week, it has
become obvious that even the city
of Waterville , the booming notropolis that it is, can have an NFL
team all of its own.
In the off-season , Los Angeles
lost not one, but two NFL teams to
Oakland and Si Louis. This leaves
the country 'ssecond largest market
without a professional football
team,a situation many perceived to
be as likely as O.J.Simpsonbecoming president
It has been announced recentl y
that the Cleveland Browns could be
moved to Baltimore next season.
Art ^Give-me -SSO-million-and-nigladly~shoot-my-wife-and-kids "
Modell has been offered a giant
sum of money among other things
from the city of Baltimore , and just
like that has canceled a summer
vacation to Greed-maica in hopes
that he can help the team move
Never mind that the Browns
havebeena part of Cleveland for49
years , or that most games were sell-

outs. Fanloyalty, which has remained
strong even throug h The Drive, The
Fumble and the decision to release
town-hem Bernie Kosar in favor of
future Hall of Fame (janitor ) Todd
Philcox at quarterback , means nothing.
The city voted Tuesday on a sin
tax, which, if passed , would raise
money forModeirscovetedStad ium
renovations. Even if the tax is passed ,
Modell said his decision will remain.
Members of the Dawg Pound and
Cleveland , a true football city, could
join the unfortunate and betrayed
citizens of LA. as NFL deprived.
Conside ring theabove,itbecomes
apparentthatWatervilleactuall ydoes
have a shot at getting an NFL team.
All the city needs is some dough and
some smooth talkers to entice a team
owner to up and move at the sign of
a check.
Some might think that $50 million is an awful lot of money for the
city of Waterville to come up with.
Nonsense. I figure that Harold "Giveme-money-and-ril-give-it-away-inless-than-9.8-seconds //Alfond isgood
for at least hal f, and maybe some of
the $1000 that will go to the OffCampus Study Office for students
studying abroad in non-Colb y programs can be contrib uted. At least
then we would know exactly where
if s going.
The rest would have to come from
the community, and yes, peop le
would have to make some sacrifices.
A sin tax on WHOP and kegs (which

the administration would see is
passed ) could raise a few funds
from students here on the Hill.
The rest of the revenue could
come from the eight home games,
which wouldbe played right here
at Colby, of course. Seaverns Field
might need some extra seating
(which could easily be provided
by 200 lawn chairs ) and ticket
prices would be modest ($5.00 for
sideline seating ) to ensure large
crowds.
The team would of course be
called the Waterville Moose and
the mascot would draw loads of
attention as .it stood by the sideline
looking like ihe dumb animal it is.
The economy in Waterville
would boom. Money would flood
into concessions, restaurants , hotels, you name it Nationa l attention. Highlights on Sportscenter.
We would be experiencing the atmosphere of a big city right here in
central Maine.
Maybe aftera year, the owner of
ourbeloved Moose decideshe can't
makeenoug hmoney hereandships
off to South Dakota in favor of
greener pastures. We are angered ,
but our effprts to keep the team
here where it belongs are ignored ,
and the city returns to its present
state.
You might consider the above
ridiculous , but don't forget, we're
dealingwiththenew "rent-a-team "
NFL, where nothing is sacred anymore except dollar signs.Q
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Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

Despite being seeded seventh in the NESCAC tournament last
weekend, Bates and her teammates stunned opponent after opponent
to finish an impressive second. Along the way, the Mules beat Bates,
Wesleyan and Amherst for this first time in their history. Bates had a
monster game against Amherst,the fifth ranked team in New England,
with 18kills,10 digs and seven blocks. Her stellar performance earned
her first team All-Tournament and All-NESCAC honors.

THIS WEEK'S ALL-MULE SQUAD

BRAD SMITH '96

Playing in his last home game on Mayflower Hill,Smith ran all over
the Tufts defense, gaining 116 yards on 22 carries and a touchdown in
the 33-6 victory. Over his four years, he and his classmates compiled a
stellar 14-2 record at home, including the current 11 game winning
ofr* !-*ck\c
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SHANNON TRACY '97
After receiving a second seed in the ECAC Tournament, Tracy
made sure that the Mules would avoid an early exit. She scored two
goals and assisted on another in the team's 4-0 victory over Gordon at
home last Wednesday. Head Coach Jen Holsten called it "the best
game of her career."

¦'
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TOM AUSTIN

*¦

In only his tenth year as Head Coach of the Colby football team,
Austin has put his name in the record book. The Mules' victory over
Tufts last weekend was his 39th career win, the most ever at Colby.
Austin has also led the team to five straight winning seasons and seven
straight CBB championships, which are firsts as well.

***FREE TRIPS & CASH*** Find out how hundreds of students are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America 's #1 Spring Break Company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free !Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatian, or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKEA BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK
SPRING BREAK- Nassau/Paradise Island , Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel,
Transfers, Parties , and More!Organize a small group and earn a FREE trip plus commissions! Call
'
"
,
1-800-822-0321.
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Jackie Bates '98
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ALASKA EMPLOYMEN T - Students Needed!Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+* per
month. Room and Board!Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206)5454155 extA5069i

CRUISE SHIP S NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land- •
Tour companies. World Travel. Seasonal & full-time employment available. No experience neces' sary. For more information call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C50691
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK - make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic conversational English
in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching backround or Asian languages required. For information
call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J50691
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An All Non-Smoking Restaurant
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BREAK THE PIZZA HABIT

FREE FINACIAL AID! Over $6 Billion in FREE financial aid k now available from private
sector grants & scholarships. All students are eligible regardless of grades , income , or parents
income Let us help. Call Student Financial Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50691 *
STUDY ABROAD IN SCOTLAND.. Includes innovative courses in Edinburgh and field studies
in the Highlands. Spaces available for Spring & Fall '96, Scholarships and internships. Paid campus
representatives sought. 617-497-5056. college@tiac.net
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AUTHENTIC HUNAN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

FREE DELIVERY*

DINE-IN SUN-THUR - 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
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MON - THUR - 11-9 pm
FRI & SAT - 11-10 pm
SUN -- 12-8 pm
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Fantastic finish

Volleyball seeded seventh, comes in second at NESCACs
*

BY MIKE GALLANT
Staff Writer "

The Colby volleyball team definitely saved its best for last.
Battling to a successful regular
season record,the team won several
games but continually lost to tough
NESCAC opponents. The post-seasonwas a different story,however,as
Colby staged several amazing upsets
last weekend and finished second at
the NESCAC tournament held at
Connecticut College.
It was an epic weekend of many
firsts for the Colby volleyball program.It was the first time Colby has
ever beaten Bates, Wesleyan or
Amherst.Colby'svolleyball program
is in its fifth year now;after numerous
losses to these threeteams,theMules
upset all threein consecutive matches.
Going into NESCACs as the seventh seed the team astonished everyone with its second place finish.
"The tournament was incredible.
It isunheard of for a team tobe seeded
seventh and finish second," said
Coach Candy Berger.
"Ijust sat at the end of everygame
in disbelief," said co-captain Anna
Thomson '97. "It was a great feeling."

On Friday night the Mules started
off with Bates,who was seeded third
in the tournament.
"We were excited to find out that
we were matched up against Bates in
the firstgame. The teamwaspsyched
to beat them," said Coach Mark Parent. Colby won the first game 15-11
and then lost the second 12-15. The
deciding game proved tobe a terrific
comeback for the Mules, which in
turn set the tone for the rest of the
tournament. After being down 11-2,
Colby rattled off 13straight points to
win 15-11.
"We had come close to beating
Bates before but never quite did it,"
said Parent. "The team just played
great defense and played with a lot of
heart and guts."
Thomson had 13 kills and three
aces in thematch. Teresa Tiangha 96
embodied team play and came up
with 28 assists. Iva Ilieva'99 had nine
kills and 11digswhileJackieBates '98
added eight kills.
Colby took on Wesleyan later that
night. The Mules, fired up from the
win over Bates, narrowly defeated
Wesleyan 15-8, 12-15 and 15-10.
Thomson had 13 kills, Bates had 10
kills and Tiangha came up with an-

other 28 assists. But the story again
was tremendous team play and merciless defense.
"We played consistent offense the
entire tournament, but the key was
that we played incredible defense,"

"The y had a neversay-die attitude the
whole toiurnamento '
-Coach Mark Parent
said Bates.
On Saturday morning the Mules
started off with Amherst, the second
seeded team in the tournament, the
fifth ranked team in New England,
and another team Colby had never
beaten. In an extremely long, grueling battle, Colby won 15-13, 15-17
and 15-13.
Tiangha provided 37 assists and
16 digs, and Thomson had 16 kills
and five blocks. Bates had a big game
with 18kills,10digsandsevenblocks.
Randi Martin '99 came up with six
kills and three blocks.

This loss could cost the Lord Jeffs
a birth in the ECAC Tournament.
Next up was Bowdoin, a team
that hasplayed Colby relatively close
in the past, but certainly didn't last
weekend. The Mules killed the Polar
Bears 15-3 and 15-0.
In the semifinals of the tourney,
Colby was matched up against Connecticut College, who finished second in their pool of teams. The Mules
lost the first game12-15 but won the
second 16-14. Then, down 8-13 in the
third game, Colby came roaringback
with seven straight points to win 1513.
"We were just all on top of our
gamesmentally. We played together
so well,and just never gave up,"said
Thomson.
"They had a never-say-die attitude the whole tournament." said
Parent.
In the finals,Colby played against
top-seeded Williams, who has lost
only two matches all year and sports
an incredible volleyball program, according to Parent and Berger. The
Mules played well against the Ephs
but were overmatched, losing 15-2,
15-8.
Thomson was given the honor of

inclusion on the Second Team AllTournament.
Bates made the First Team AllTournament and was also given AllNESCAC honors,which rewardsher
play for the entire season.
The teamhad several fantastic individual performances, but the team
members emphasized how much the
success of the weekenddepended on
a team effort.
"That was the key. We all played
well at the same time and just kept
each other up," said Thomson.
"Everyonewanted it,and wewere
all on," said Bates. "It was incredible."
"It was an unreal effort,"said Parent. "We chipped away at every lead
and came back."
As thelast competition of the season,thetournamentprovidedahappy
ending for seniors Tiangha and
MeganNicholson.Tianghaended up
as the all-time assist leader in Colby
history.
Thomsonsaid the addition of Parent and Berger as co-coaches helped
the Mules this season.
"The coaches really made the difference this year. They were great all
season," said Thomson.Q

Tuft s not tough enough to challenge Mules
Football
prepares for
CBB rival
Bowdoin
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

Two weeks ago, the Colby
football team handed the Bates
Bobcats their 37th consecutive
loss with a 26-6victory. With that
game, the losing streak became
the longest in New England Division III football history.
About the only team that
could possibly be considered
worse of f than the Bobcats is the
other member of the CBB rivalry, Bowdoin. Last week, the
Polar Bears entered the record
books as well, when their 33-29
defeat at the hands of Bates
broke theBobcats'losing streak.
The game, which moved
Bowdoin 's record to a Bates-like
0-7, ended with the Polar Bears
only two yards from the end
zone and a win.
This Saturday, Colby will
travel to Brunswick in hopes of
a win and unprecedented eighth
strai ght CBB Championship.
According to co-captain Kevin
Pirani '96, the Mules will not be
overconfident.
"In CBB time, the records are
ou t the window,"he said. "We're
not takingthemlightly.Wewant
to go down there, play eff ect ive
football and close out the sen iors' careers on a hi gh note."
Few of Bowd oin 's ga mes
see PREVIEWon p age 12

BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

If the Tufts Jumbos had known
in advance how well Colby 's football team was going to play last
Saturday, they could have saved
the long trip to Waterville and
merely added one more loss to their
record.
With the 33-6 victory, the Mules
improved their record to 5-2 and extended their win streak at home to 11
games. The seniors who played their
last game at Seaverns Field on Saturday ended their careers with a 14-2
home record.
"It was definitel y our best performance of the year, as far as comp limentary football," said co-captain Kevin Pirani '96.
"We had a really comprehensive game," said Head Coach Tom
Austin. "It was a nice way to close
out the seniors' home schedule. I
was very pleased with the performance."
The Mules had 393 yards of total
offense , including 218 on the
ground , compared to their
opponent's 180. The Jumbos gained
onl y 100 ya rds rushing on 37 attempts, and their passing game experienced trouble as well, completing onl y six of 18 passes.
Neither team managed to score in
the first quarter, but the Mules found
the end zone in the second. A 78-yard
drive displayed the talents of tight
end Brett Nardini '96,the second leading receiver in NESCAC going into
the game. Along the way, he hauled
in passes of 12 and 26 yards to set up
his six-yard touchdown pass from
P.J.Matson '97, which made the score
7-0.
And y Drude '98 gave the Mules
the ball back on the Tufts 23 after an
interception and 16-yard return ,
Lawaun Curry '97 dashed in from
12 yard s out, off a great block from
Lou Dagosline '96, according to Aus-

Echo p hoto by Gretchen Rice
Co-captain Brad Smith '96 runs f o r some of his 116 yards in Colby's 33-6 win over Tufts. The
victory was the Mules' 11th straight at home.
tin , which brought the score to 13-0
at the half.
On their first possesion of the
second half , the Mules put together
a 17-play drive which resulted in a
Matson keeper from one yard out
for the touchdown.
After a long Colby drive which
was halted by a fumble, the Mules
defense once again forced Tufts to
punt. On the return , Jason Jabar '96
streaked 54 yards down the ri ght
sideline virtuall y untouched tobring

the score to 27-0. Key blocks on the
p lay were provided by Alex Chin
'96 and Tom Beed y '97, according to
Austin.
A 50-yard drive culminating in a
one-yard touchdown run by Bra d
Smith '96 closed out the scoring for
Colby in the fourth quarter. The Jumbos were finall y able to cause some
action on their half of the scoreboard
late in the game with a touchdown.
Several Colb y p layers had outstandingperformancesin the game.

Smith led all runners with 116 yards
on 22 attempts . Curry added 41
yards on eight carries, but didn't
play the entire game due to minor
injuries. Chris Sheehan '99 took his
place at tailback and contributed
with 38 yards on 13 attempts.
"Brad had a great game, and our
offensive line again had outstanding protection," said Austin.
Matson comp leted 14 of 21
passes f or 175 yards and a touchsee FOOTBALL on p ag e 11

1995
Echo All-Rookie team
F o otball

The future of the Mules ' passing game looks bri ght with the likes
of TONY CALLANDER catching balls. As a freshman , he has received a good chunk of playing time by rotating in on every othe r
serie s. Callander has also served as kickoff returner on special team
on a few occasions.

Field Hockey

While the squad may have had trouble scorin g goals this season ,
the Mules steller defense was aided considerabl y by the addition of
sweeper SHELBY THIBODEAU. As the season progr essed Thibodeau
became an integral part of a Mule defense which came up big in -wins
over tough NESCAC opponents Trinity and Bates.

Volleyball

The solid play of IVA ILIEV A at outside hitter helped the Mule s
upset several opponents en route to a second place finish at the
NESCAC Tournament. Ilieva, who hails from Bulgaria , is one of the
more experienced members of the team and has the ability to come up
with big digs, according to Coach Can dy Berger.

Men 's Soccer

As the sweeper for the men's soccer team, MARK MELANDER
was the last line of defense between oppon ents and the Colby
goalkeepe r. This position could be a difficult one for an inexperienced player , butit wasn 't this year for Melander. "Sweeper is a tough
position to play because it is like a field general controlling the action ,
but he did -a good job," said Head Coach Mark Serdjen ian.

Women s Soccer

The additions of DANIELLE BOLDUC at forward and HEA THER
GARNI in goal helped the Mules to a second place finish in the ECAC
tournament this season. Bolduc came up with several key goals
during the season in leading Colby to division record for goals scored
(40), while Garni filled the only starting position open from a year ago
and responded with a record seven shutouts.

Men s Cross country

J oining the top five runners , WILSON EVERHART was a "p leas
ant addition " to this year 's team , according Head Coach J im Wescott.
In the Maine State meet Everhart achieved his best results of the
season placing 18th out of 88 runners , while finishing fourth for
Colby. However , according to Wescott , Everhart' s best run came later
on in the season in the New England Champ ionshi ps at Franklin Park
in Boston when he completed the five-mile course in 27 minutes , 52
seconds.
life

Women 's Cross Country

<P

With a strong core of freshman runners that included SARAH
NADEAU, the women's cross country team can count on good things
in the years to come. Competition among Colb y's no. 2, 3 and 4
runners is fierce, and Nadeau managed to finish second for the team
at both the Codfish Bowl and the NESCAC Championshi ps.

Golf

Earl y in the season BEN O'CONNELL established himsel f as one
of the Mules ' top golfers when he placed fifth at the Sid Farr Invitational on Sept 19. This tournament proved to be a good sta rting point
for O'Connell who consistentl y placed in the top 20 in each of the
team 's matches this season .

Dream season ends with
loss in ECAC championship
BY PETER FELMLY
Staff Writer

Last week the Colby women's
soccer program accomplished its
goal of qualif ying for the ECAC
tournament. Once there, however,
the Mules would not be satisfied
with a mere appearance. In two
strong games, the Mules overcame tough opponents to reach
the championship game.
In their opening tournament
game at home last Wednesday,
the Mules took on Gordon College, who they tied during the
regular season. This time, however, the Colby squad refused to
settle for a tie and outplayed Gordon in a decisive 4-0 victory.
Shannon Tracy '97 had "without a doubt...the best game of her
career," according to Head Coach
Jen Holsten.
Tracy stepped up her game by
netting two goals and also assisting on another to seal the win for
the Mules. Other standouts were
Danielle Bolduc '99 with a goal
and an assist, Kim Waldron '99
with a goal and Jenna DeSimone
'98 with two assists.
From the outset, the Colby
squad dominated p lay at both
ends. "We came out on fire," said
Holsten.
The Mules had 22 shots on their
opponent's net during the course
of the game. Gordon, due in large
part to a strong Colb y defense,
onl y had six shots on goalkeeper
Heather Garni '99. Garni had four
saves in net in another strong performance.
On Saturday the team traveled
to Plymouth, New Hampshire
where Plymouth State College
was hosting the final four of
Colby, Plymouth Sta te, Connecticut College and Middlebury College. In the semifinals Colb y
p layed Connecticut, and Pl ymouth State took on Middlebury.
Colby jumped ahead earl y
against a startled Connecticut
squad with three first half goals
on its way to a 3-1 victory. Sarah

Echo pho to by Merritt Duff

Kara Marchant '97 attacks in Colby 's 4-0 win over Gordon.
Eustis '96 (assisted b y Dori
Desautel '96),Jenny Lawrence '97
and DeSimone were the three
goal-scorers for Colby. The Camels' lone goal came midway
through the second half.
The ability of the Mules to
score three quick goals sealed
Connecticut College's fate, according to Holsten. "It would
have been hard, with the defense
that we have, for them to have
come back from being down three
, ...
goals," she said.
Qn Sunday, Colby went up
against a powerful Plymouth State
team in the finals of the ECAC tournament. Both teams knew that defense and goaltending were going
to be key factors in the game. Unfortunately for Colby, Plymouth
State's goalkeeping was too strong
and the Mules fell by a score of 2-1.
Plymouth State went up earl y
on two first half goals that slipped
b y Garni in the Colby net. Other
than those two instances, Holsten
said the play remained evenl y
matched. The margin in shots was
close, with Colby registering
seven and its opponents slightl y

better with eight
"It was going to be hard to
make a comeback," said Holsten.
"We couldn't find the back of the
net!"
The Mules certainly tried, and
succeeded to a point, in the second half. With nine minutes remaining in the contest, Bolduc
scored to bring the score to 2-1.
The game all came down to the
fact that Plymouth's defense was
too strong for the Mules. The Plymouth defense had given.up a
mere .10 goals during the regular
season. In addition, their goalie
received the Most Valuable Player
award at the end of the tournament, which was "well deserved,"
according to Holsten.
The Mules ended their stellar
campaign with a 10-4-3 record.
"This season was special,"said
Tracy. "We've come so far since
my freshman year. Our coach did
such great recruiting that any one
of us could have started in every
game."
"[Wei p layed as a team, stayed
focused and had a lot of fun,"said
Tracy.Q

Women 's Tennis

KIM CHE AH waste d no time in making an impact on the women 's
tennis team here at Colb y, jump ing into the no. 1 singles spot as' a
freshman and going 15-3 on the season . Cheah , who is from Malaysia ,
won the Maine State Tournament and reached the semi-finals of the
no. 1flight at New Eng land' s to secure the team a no. 2 ranking in New
England , Colb y's highest ever.

Why pay more and hassle with downtown traffic?

215A College Ave. Waterville, ME 04901
/ * Elm City

*We deliver Kegs *
*Please have I.D. 's ready *
*We welcome returnables*

George Hamilton ('95) looking as good as ever!!!
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Volleyball
f inishes second at
NESCACs. See
page 14*

The 1995 Echo All-Fall Sport s Team

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

(Back row, 1-r) Brett Nardini '96, Jason Jabar '96, Pat Fournier '98, Eben Dorros '96, Marc Small '96; (front row, 1-r) Liz Fagan '97, Anna Thomson
97, Lauren Iannotti '96, Jessie Anderson '98, Rachel Simson '96.

Football

Field Hockey

Men 's Soccer

Devastated by the graduation of four wide receivers and
the starting quarterback, the
Mules' only experienced member of the passing attack was
tight end Brett Nardini '96, who
received second team All-New
England honors last year. Six
games into the season, he was
the second leading receiver in
NESCAC and has been the go-to
guy for the Mules in key situations all year long. When he's
not running passing routes,
Nardini is blocking for an offensive line that has consistently
opened big holes for the Mules'
running backs to run through.

As the last line of the Colby defense, goalie Rachel Simson '96was
a vital component to the Mules'success. A juggernaut in the cage,
Simson has been responsible for
keeping opponents' shots out of the
net and keeping the Mules in their
games. Though Simson has played
well all season,her best performance
came in the last game of the season
against Bates, when she performed
a nearly "unheard of" feat, according to Head Coach Heidi Godomsky,
by saving two penalty strokes en
route to a shutout victory.

At the center of the Mules'
intimidating defense stands linebacker J ason J abar '96, who led
the team in tackles a year ago
and was named All-NESCAC
and All-New England in 1994.
Jabar has played key role in the
Mules' ability to shut down opponents' running games and is
among the team leaders in tackles on the year. He has also contributed to Colby 's offense b y
performing double duty as the
team 's punt returner. In last
week's game againstTufts, Jabar
ran a punt back 54 yards for a
touchdown.
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Volleyball

Coming into this season, Marc
Small '96 had a proven record of
success. In his three previous seasons Small led the team in scoring,
accumulating 29 goals while being
a pivotal member of some of Colby's
most successful teams. This season
Small continued his success by again
leading the Mules in scoring, collecting six goals and four assists.
"His contributions to this team over
the past four years have been incredible ," said Head Coach Mark
Serdjenian. Small's season isn'tover
yet as he and fellow senior captain
Ty Walker will compete in the first
ever Maine State Senior Intercollegiate All-Star game Sunday at Maine
Maritime Academy.

Golf
Senior Eben Dorros ' sweet
swing, leadership and personality
made him a valuable member of
this year's golf team, according to
Head Coach Jim Tortorella. Dorros'
best performance of the year came
in Colby's own tournament, the Sid
FarrInvitational,which Dorros won
with a round of 77. Another top
performance from Dorros came in
the Thomas Invita tional when he
placed fourth out of a field of 55
golfers. "Eben will be sorely missed
in the Colby golf program/ " said
Tortorella.

Men 's Cross Country
In the NESCAC Championships
two weeks ago at Connecticut College, Pat Fournier '98 crossed the
finish line in a time of 28 minutes, 58
seconds. He was the 32 runner to
cross the line and the first wearing a
Colby j ersey.This accomplishment
was nothing new for Fournier this
season as he has steadily been at the
head of the Mule pack. Fournier 's
best performance of the season ca me
at the Maine Sta te Champ ionships,
where he ran to third place finish,
earning a spot on the All-State team.
"His consistency and his high finishes have been a high point all
season ," said Head Coach Jim
Wescott.

Women 's Tennis
The women's tennis team had
yet another fantastic fall season,
thanks in large part to the stellar
play of Jessie Anderson '98 at
no. 2 singles and doubles. She
compiled a 16-2 record in singles
play over the course of the season and reached the finals of the
Maine State Tournament. At the
New England Championships,
she won the two flight without
dropping a set in leading the
Mules to a third place finish at
the Tourney and no. 2 ranking
among New England Division
III schools, Colby 's best ever.

Women 's Soccer
You can hear it all over the
sporting world: defense is the key
to success. The defense of the
w omen 's soccer team, led by
Lauren Iannotti '96 at sweeper,
helped the Mules to a 10-4-3record
and a second place finish in the
ECAC Tournament. By limiting
opponents' shots, she played a
major role in setting division
records for fewest goals allowed
(11) and most shutout victories
(seven). By controlling the ball in
the backfield and catalyzing the
Mules' attack, Iannotti also had a
hand in setting the record for most
goals in a season (40).

